Squash Team Loses To Dartmouth 7-2

The Dartmouth squash team had two answer-you Dick Brosky and five points in a row, took the third and, behind at $-10, reeled up as Hoehn, sophomore son of the Dartmouth coach, used steady play consistently strong line-up, took 3-0 wins bowed 3-2. Dartmouth, with its conference third game. Tom Thomas '57 number two-having trouble only in a final game and match at 15-11. How-speed, saw-svy and backhand and, run-ning off five points in a row, took the final game and match at 15-11. How-speed, saw-svy and backhand and, run-

Wagner

(Courtesy from page 1) follow $200 for a reduced. Another aim he bought a $200 clarinet for himself. After he bought a $300 clarinet for his son, he took the clarinet to a music store and, after trying it out, decided to buy it. He played it for the first time at a recital and was praised for his performance. He has been playing the clarinet ever since.

Wagner himself told police in Oklahoma City that the robbery was to help his college education. But an Institute spokesman believes that all the money received from him comes from his parents.
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